THE ESSENCE OF RAILROADING, MAKING MEETS ON SINGLE TRACK.

Central Vermont Railway Extra 464 north meeting Extra 472 south at Amherst, Massachusetts in April 1954.
Photographed by and © David Plowden. Used with permission from the photographer.
From the book Requiem for Steam: The Railroad Photographs of David Plowden. Published by W. W. Norton & Company.
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EXPLANATION OF SINGLE TRACK
TIME TABLE AND TRAIN ORDER RAILWAY OPERATION
AS PRACTICED ON THE DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY
By Jeffrey G. Hook
March 5, 2009 Revised September 12, 2019
Definitions, rules or special instructions in italics type or any time tables or track drawings illustrated are for
educational purposes only and are superseded by the latest published Deerfield and Roundabout Railway documents
when inconsistent therewith. Current station Carlson at scale mile post 10.25 is not shown on time tables presented.
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BASIC TRAIN OPERATIONS
The Deerfield and Roundabout Railway (DRRY) is constructed such that its actual track layout forms a continuous
circular single track railway. This is illustrated by the main line track layout drawing below on the left. To provide for
educational demonstrations of Standard Code time table and train order operating principles the DRRY is considered
theoretically to be an east-west point to point single track railway. The foregoing is accomplished by assigning to the
single main yard two station names that represent respectively the opposite ends of the theoretical east-west point to
point single track railway. This is illustrated by the drawing below on the right.

Deerfield and Critchley are therefore considered to be terminal stations, thus trains may leave Deerfield only
westward and trains may leave Critchley only eastward. Using the same rational only eastward trains may arrive at
Deerfield and only westward trains may arrive at Critchley.
In the case of an eastward train arriving at Deerfield, after being recorded on the Deerfield train register and markers
removed, the train no longer exists and is now an engine and consist of cars. One option is for the engine to turn on
the turntable and couple up to the other end of the consist of cars, first reversing the position of any rear end cars such
as a caboose or observation car. Markers are then displayed on the last car and the train assumes the identity of a
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westward train, either regular (scheduled) or extra (not scheduled), ready to leave Deerfield. A second option is for the
engine and consist of cars to remain intact as it arrived, display markers on the last car, and again assume the identity
of an eastward train, either regular or extra, ready to leave Critchley. These two options apply similarly to a westward
train arriving at Critchley in that the train either changes direction and leaves Critchley eastward or remains headed in
the same direction and leaves Deerfield westward.
A wye track located at Roundabout allows for a somewhat shorter point to point operating scheme. A westward train
leaving Deerfield may terminate its trip at Roundabout. The direction of the engine will be reversed on the wye, the
markers and the position of any rear end cars will be rearranged, and the train then operates eastward originating at
Roundabout and terminating back at Deerfield. A typical round trip from Deerfield to Roundabout and back to
Deerfield will cover 19.3 scale miles and require approximately 49 real time minutes to complete. A number of the
schedules of Time Table No. 41 are an example of this scheme.
There are four locations on the DRRY where railway crossings at grade occur on the main track. These locations are
named Grand Crossing Interlocking, Chester Crossing, Old Crossing and New Crossing. They are not listed as
stations in the time table in order to reduce the length of the station list column. When a train approaches Grand
Crossing Interlocking, Old Crossing or New Crossing from any direction it regards a crossing track as if it was the
track of another railway company. At Chester Crossing all tracks are considered to be owned by the DRRY. There is
no relationship of superiority between trains approaching on any of the conflicting routes of these crossings. Trains
are governed instead by fixed signals and/or rules and special instructions that apply to these crossings.
Railway Standard Time is real time either Central Standard Time or Central Daylight Time as designated in effect at
Chicago, Illinois. One scale mile (SM) equals 660 actual feet. Speed is in scale miles per hour (SMPH). 660 actual
feet traveled in 60 real time seconds equals 60 SMPH.
TRANSPORTATION RULES
The Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Transportation Rules (DRRY Rules) were written based on the Standard
Code of operating rules of the American Railway Association (ARA), one of the predecessors of the Association of
American Railroads. The ARA rules building on those originally adopted at the General Time Convention in 1889
and referred to as Uniform Train Rules and Rules for the Movement of Trains by Telegraphic Orders. A number of
Standard Code rules have been modified in order to make them applicable to operating circumstances specific to the
DRRY. The foregoing also occurring in full scale practice. Text books such as Rights of Trains by Harry W. Forman*
and latter by Peter Josserand, and Train Operation by William Nichols*, and practical experience obtained from
working with DRRY operating personnel have proved invaluable in refining the DRRY Transportation Rules and
DRRY Special Instructions.
There is currently no double track installed on the DRRY therefore Standard Code rules pertaining strictly to double
track have not been included in the DRRY Transportation Rules. This is similar in respect to early editions of the
Standard Code in which rules for single track and rules for double track were published in separate sections.
* See LFLSRM Recommended Technical and Historical Reading List at w w w . l f l s r m . o r g
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
The Deerfield and Roundabout Railway Special Instructions (DRRY Special Instructions) have been produced
following examples in various railroad rule books and employee time tables originally published between the years
1853 to 1999 inclusive.
DRRY Special Instructions are published as a separate document instead of the usual practice of publishing special
instructions as part of the time table. This is done in order to reduce the size of the time table to one page that may be
laminated in clear plastic. The laminated time tables are sufficiently durable to last through many operating days and
are easily carried by DRRY operating personnel.
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TRACK DEFINITIONS
MAIN TRACK - A track, other than an auxiliary track, extending through yards and between stations which must not
be occupied without authority or protection.
SINGLE TRACK- A main track upon which trains are operated in both directions.
DOUBLE TRACK - Two main tracks, upon one of which the current of traffic is in a specified direction, and upon the
other in the opposite direction.
SIDING - A track auxiliary to the main track for meeting or passing trains.
TRAIN CREW BULLETIN BOARD

Museum or DRRY rules require personnel to sign in on the Train Crew Register and inspect the Train Crew Bulletin
Board in order to ascertain the number of the current time table in effect, the contents of any bulletins or special
instructions posted and the correct Railway Standard Time. The Train Crew Register must not be confused with a
Train Register.
Also shown in the image above is the DRRY Grand Crossing Interlocking signal system control machine installed at
its alternate location inside the DRRY “Square Round House” instead of at its normal location inside Tower GX
located at Grand Crossing proper.
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Rule 1. The first train dispatcher upon beginning their period of duty for the day shall set non-radio controlled
standard clocks designated as Railway Standard Time to correspond with the central standard time or central
daylight time currently in effect at Chicago, Illinois.
Rule 2. All Members and Visitors of the LFLSRM authorized to participate in the operation and movement of rail
equipment, all personnel in train, engine and yard service, and such other personnel as may be designated, must have
and use, while on duty, a reliable watch that simultaneously displays hours, minutes and seconds. When such watches
are found to vary more than 20 seconds from Railway Standard Time they must be set to correct Railway Standard
Time.
Rule 4. The number of the current time table in effect shall be posted on bulletin boards by the train dispatcher.
Rule 4(A). Personnel whose duties are in any way affected by the time table must, while on duty, have a copy of the
current time table in effect in their possession, unless the current time table in effect has no schedules for regular
trains.
Rule 83(D). Authority for regular trains to assume their schedule will be by Clearance Card Form A, Engine
Assignment posted on bulletin boards or verbal authority from the train dispatcher.
Special Instruction X51. Conductors, engineers, trainmen, signalmen and other personnel concerned must examine
and familiarize themselves with all bulletins and special instructions that are posted on a Train Crew Bulletin Board
before leaving on their first trip or before commencing work, failure to do so will not be excepted as excuse for
neglect or violation of bulletins or special instructions.
DESIGNATION OF TRAINS
TRAIN - An engine or more than one engine coupled, with or without cars, displaying a marker or markers.
REGULAR TRAIN - A train authorized by time table schedule.
SECTION - One of two or more trains running on the same schedule displaying signals or for which signals are
displayed.
EXTRA TRAIN - A train authorized by train order without a time table schedule. It may be designated as:
EXTRA - For any extra train, except a work extra;
WORK EXTRA - For an extra train authorized by Form H train order.
Portions of DRRY Rule 206 define the nomenclature to be used when referring to various trains.
Rule 206 first paragraph. In train orders and clearances, regular trains will be designated by numbers as "No. 10",
and sections as "First 10"; "Second 10"; and so on, adding engine numbers in train orders if desired. Extra trains,
except work extras, will be designated by engine numbers and the direction as "Extra 798 east". Work extras will be
designated by engine numbers, as "Work extra 798".
Rule 206 third paragraph. When an extra train has two or more engines coupled, the numbers of the engines will be
used in train orders, thus: "Extra 284 and 308 coupled west". When helper engines or other engines are placed on the
head end or rear end of an extra train over a portion of the railway, the helper engine number or numbers will not be
included in the designation of the extra train.
Rule 218. When a train is named in a train order by its schedule number alone, all sections of that schedule are
included, and each must have copies delivered to it.
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TIME TABLE NO. 41
For the Information and Government of Personnel Only.

Time Table No. 41 lists eight first class schedules and two second class schedules. Generally at the beginning of the
day one engine, car consist and crew is authorized by the train dispatcher to assume in sequence each of the eight first
class schedules. Starting as No. 113 (westward), then as No. 135 (westward), then as No. 146 (eastward) and so on.
Completing the day's operation as No. 194 (eastward). A time table special instruction at the bottom of the time table
states "LOWER NUMBER TRAINS ARE SUPERIOR TO HIGHER NUMBER TRAINS OF THE SAME CLASS."
The DRRY rules refer to this as superiority by time table special instruction. Therefore No. 113 is superior to No.
135; No. 135 is superior to No. 146; and so on. The purpose of using this unusual means of designating superiority
between regular trains of the same class, instead of the more common superiority by direction, is to eliminate the
possibility of a late running first class train from having to clear an opposing first class schedule of which its engine,
car consist and crew have been previously authorized to assume. In a similar manner another engine, car consist and
crew is authorized by the train dispatcher to assume in sequence each of the two second class schedules.
TIME TABLE - The authority for the movement of regular trains subject to the rules. It contains the classified
schedules of trains with special instructions relating to the movement of trains.
SCHEDULE - That part of a time table which prescribes class, direction, number and movement for a regular train.
STATION - A place designated in the time table by name.
Rule 5. Not more than two times are given for a train at any station; where one is given, it is, unless otherwise
indicated, the leaving time; where two are given, they are the arriving and the leaving time.
Unless otherwise specified, the time applies at the siding switch where an inferior train clears a superior train; where
there is no siding it applies to the place from which fixed signals are operated; where there is neither siding nor fixed
signal, it applies to the place where traffic is received or discharged.
Schedule meeting or passing stations are indicated by figures in full-face type, with the numbers of the trains to be met, or
passed, or that will pass and run ahead, in small figures, adjoining.
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Both the arrival and leaving time of a train are in full-faced type when both are meeting or passing times, or when one or
more trains are to meet or pass it between those times.
The purpose of using full-face type is to provide a means for the reader of a time table to quickly ascertain the station or
stations and the trains involved where schedule meeting or passing stations occur on the time table. The use of full-face
type must be understood as not effecting in any way the rules of superiority or rules for the movement of trains. Unless
instructed otherwise by train order, a superior train may leave a station under time table authority at or after the full-face
type leaving time regardless of whether an inferior train or trains have or have not arrived.
Rule 6. The following when adjoining the figures of the schedule indicate:
A - arrive;
s - regular stop;
f - flag stop.
Rule 82. Time table schedules, unless fulfilled or annulled, are in effect for twelve hours after their time at each station.
Regular trains more than twelve hours behind either their schedule arriving or leaving time at any station lose both right
and schedule, and can thereafter proceed only as authorized by train order.
Rule 83(D). Authority for regular trains to assume their schedule will be by Clearance Card Form A, Engine Assignment
posted on bulletin boards or verbal authority from the train dispatcher.
Rule 92. A train must not leave a station in advance of its schedule leaving time.
Special Instruction X9. A train may arrive at a station in advance of its schedule arriving time.
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TIME TABLE CHART NO. 41
To aid in the development and eventual printing of a time table a time table chart is generally produced first. The time table
chart represents in a graphical manner the station leaving times and/or arriving times of the various schedules proposed for
the time table under development. The horizontal chart lines represent stations and the vertical chart lines represent a
minute in the time of day. The horizontal station lines are generally spaced in relation to a scale reduction of the actual
distance between stations. The time table chart is particularly valuable in ensuring that full-faced typography is used for the
schedule times at meeting points and/or passing points of regular trains as provided by DRRY Rule 5 third and fourth
paragraphs.
A typical DRRY paper time table chart encompasses a time period of generally not more than five hours. In full scale
practice a time table chart must encompass the 24 hour time period of one day and typically takes the form of a large wall
board diagram on which push pins may be placed at the appropriate stations and times of each schedule. A string is then
attached to the first pin of a schedule and each subsequent pin until the last pin of the schedule is reached. Each schedule is
therefore represented by a separate string. Given this scheme of producing a time table chart in full scale practice it may
also referred to as a string board.

EMPLOYEE TIME TABLE vs. PUBLIC TIME TABLE
Time tables as defined by and referred to in this article establish the authority for regular (scheduled) trains to occupy the
main track against other trains as provided for by various operating rules. In full scale practice they are generally imprinted
with a notation on the cover that takes a form similar to the following: "FOR THE INFORMATION AND
GOVERNMENT OF EMPLOYEES ONLY." A time table imprinted with the foregoing is commonly known as an
Employee Time Table, although railway operating personnel when discussing train operations simply refer to it as the time
table. During the early years of railway operation in the United States the time table may also have been referred as the time
card, thus giving rise to the expression "card time" when referring to the schedule times on the time table.
To inform the general public of passenger train operations of which they may have an interest in being a passenger, other
time tables are published that are intended primarily for their use. These time tables typically contain the days of operation,
expected arriving and leaving times at various stations, entraining and detraining restrictions, baggage restrictions, fare
information, etc., etc. for the various scheduled passenger trains of a railway. Advertising and promotional information
relating to the railway may also be included. This type of time table is commonly known as a Public Time Table or Public
Time Table Folder or Public Folder. It must be understood that a public time table grants no authority in regards to the
operation of trains under standard code time table and train order rules.

DESIGNATION OF SUPERIORITY BETWEEN TRAINS
Rule 71. A train is superior to another train by right, class, direction or time table special instruction.
Superiority by right is conferred by train order, superiority by class, direction, or time table special instruction is
conferred by time table.
Right is superior to class, direction or time table special instruction.
Time table special instruction is superior to class or direction.
Rule 72. Trains of the first class are superior to those of the second; trains of the second class are superior to those of
the third; and so on.
Trains in the direction specified in the time table are superior to trains of the same class in the opposite direction.
Rule 73. Extra trains are inferior to regular trains.
The superiority of a given train must always be considered in relation to other trains. Given the rules above a second
class train is inferior to a first class train and is superior to a third class train and an extra train. Train orders may be
issued that supersede the previously described superiority relationship and will be discussed latter.
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AUTHORITY TO OCCUPY MAIN TRACK
MAIN TRACK - A track, other than an auxiliary track, extending through yards and between stations which must not
be occupied without authority or protection.
Rule 81. A main track must not be fouled or occupied without authority granted by rule or by special instruction, time
table authority, or train order authority, unless protected as prescribed by Rule 99.
MOVEMENT OF TRAINS RELATIVE TO SUPERIORITY
Rule 83. A train must not leave its initial station, or an intermediate station where schedules originate or terminate,
or a junction, or pass from double or three or more tracks to single track, until it has been ascertained whether all
trains due, which are superior, have arrived or left.
Rule 83(D). Authority for regular trains to assume their schedule will be by Clearance Card Form A, Engine
Assignment posted on bulletin boards or verbal authority from the train dispatcher.
Rule 86. Unless otherwise provided, an inferior train must be clear at the time a superior train in the same direction
is due to leave the next station in the rear where time is shown.
Rule 87. An inferior train must keep out of the way of opposing superior trains and failing to clear the main track by
the time required by rule must be protected at that time as prescribed by Rule 99.
Extra trains must clear the time of opposing regular trains not less than one minute unless otherwise provided, and
will be governed by train orders with respect to opposing extra trains.
Rule 88. At meeting points between regular trains, the inferior train must clear the main track one minute before the
leaving time of the superior train.
At meeting points between extra trains, the eastward extra train must take the siding unless otherwise provided.
Trains must pull into a siding when practicable; if necessary to back in, the train must first be protected as prescribed
by Rule 99, unless otherwise provided.
Rule 88(A). At meeting and passing points, when conditions and circumstances are such that delays will be avoided
by the superior train taking siding, it must be done. Conductors and engineers are expected to exercise judgment and
discretion in this respect, and see that extra precautions are taken to avoid collision. Application of Rule 88(A) shall
supersede provisions of rules, special instructions or train orders inconsistent therewith.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

On following diagrams a red line will be used to indicate the limits of time
table authority of westward first class train No. 157 to occupy the main track
given the current Railway Standard Time designated. On the diagram above
no red line is illustrated as time table authority of train No. 157 to occupy the
main track does not begin until 1.24 pm., its schedule leaving time at
Deerfield. See Time Table No. 40X to the left of this text.
An eastward train, whether regular (scheduled) or extra, that is inferior to
westward train No. 157 and that is intending to arrive at Deerfield must have
its last car clear of the main track switch of the Deerfield yard west ladder at
or before 1.23 pm. as required by the rules below.
Rule 87. An inferior train must keep out of the way of opposing superior
trains and failing to clear the main track by the time required by rule must be
protected at that time as prescribed by Rule 99.
Extra trains must clear the time of opposing regular trains not less than one
minute unless otherwise provided, and will be governed by trains orders with
respect to opposing extra trains.
Rule 88. At meeting points between regular trains, the inferior train must
clear the main track one minute before the leaving time of the superior train.
At meeting points between extra trains, the eastward extra train must take the
siding unless otherwise provided.
For the above and all following diagram examples it is assumed that no train
orders are in effect that supersede the time table authority of train No. 157.
Rules and special instructions effecting train No.157s time table authority to
occupy the main track within yard limits at Deerfield and Lake Forest are
ignored in order to simplify the diagrammatic explanation.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

The red line on the diagram beginning at Deerfield and extending to Lake
Forest indicates the limits of time table authority of train No. 157 to occupy
the main track at and after 1.24 pm. Railway Standard Time. Whether the
train authorized to run as train No 157 actually leaves Deerfield on time is of
no consequence to the time table authority granted by the time table and the
current Railway Standard Time.
The leaving time at the various stations making up the schedule of the time
table effectively sets the progressive limit of time table authority granted as
Railway Standard Time advances.
Rule 5. First and Second Paragraphs. Not more than two times are given for a
train at any station; where one is given, it is, unless otherwise indicated, the
leaving time; where two are given, they are the arriving and the leaving time.
Unless otherwise specified, the time applies at the siding switch where an
inferior train clears a superior train; where there is no siding it applies to the
place from which fixed signals are operated; where there is neither siding nor
fixed signal, it applies to the place where traffic is received or discharged.
Rule 6. The following when adjoining the figures of the schedule indicate:
A - arrive; s - regular stop; f - flag stop.
Rule 82 First Paragraph. Time table schedules, unless fulfilled or annulled,
are in effect for twelve hours after their time at each station.
Rule 92. A train must not leave a station in advance of its schedule leaving
time.
Special Instruction X3. At Deerfield time applies at the main track switch of
the yard west ladder, except departing passenger trains must not leave the
depot before the schedule leaving time.
Given that Lake Forest station does not have a siding, as indicated by the star
symbol in the station column, knowing the leaving time of train No. 157 at
Lake Forest is of minimal value to opposing eastward trains, whether regular
(scheduled) or extra, that are inferior to westward train No. 157 as they cannot
clear (keep out of the way of) train No. 157 at Lake Forest.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

An eastward train that is inferior to train No. 157 and that is intending to
arrive at Kendahl must be on the siding and have its last car clear of the west
switch of the siding at or before 1.31 pm. which is 1 minute before the
schedule leaving time of train No. 157 at Kendahl.
Rule 87. An inferior train must keep out of the way of opposing superior
trains and failing to clear the main track by the time required by rule must be
protected at that time as prescribed by Rule 99.
Extra trains must clear the time of opposing regular trains not less than one
minute unless otherwise provided, and will be governed by train orders with
respect to opposing extra trains.
Rule 88. At meeting points between regular trains, the inferior train must
clear the main track one minute before the leaving time of the superior train.
At meeting points between extra trains, the eastward extra train must take the
siding unless otherwise provided.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

An eastward train that is inferior to train No. 157 and that is intending to
arrive at Chester must be on the siding and have its last car clear of the west
switch of the siding at or before 1.33 pm.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

An eastward train that is inferior to train No. 157 and that is intending to
arrive at Williams must be on the siding and have its last car clear of the west
switch of the siding at or before 1.35 pm.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

An eastward train that is inferior to train No. 157 and that is intending to
arrive at Saville must be on the siding and have its last car clear of the west
switch of the siding at or before 1.38 pm.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Opposing Trains Example

An eastward train at Roundabout that is inferior to train No. 157 must not
leave Roundabout until train No. 157 has arrived and the main track is seen to
be clear.
Train No. 157 terminates its westward run at Roundabout therefore an
eastward train ready to leave Roundabout must comply with Rule 83.
Rule 83. A train must not leave its initial station, or an intermediate station
where schedules originate or terminate, or a junction, or pass from double or
three or more tracks to single track, until it has been ascertained whether all
trains due, which are superior, have arrived or left.
Note that the time table authority of train No. 157, as indicated by the red line,
ends at the Roundabout east yard limit. This is due to Special Instruction X1
being in effect.
Special Instruction X1. At Deerfield, Lake Forest, Roundabout, Carlson and
Critchley all trains and engines must move at restricted speed on main tracks
within yard limits prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of
train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly
lined, and main tracks within yard limits may be occupied without providing
protection. Regular trains must avoid delay to superior regular trains. Extra
trains and engines must avoid delay to regular trains.
Note: Station Carlson not shown on track diagram or Time Table No. 40X.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Trains in Same Direction Example

The previous diagrams illustrating the advancing time table authority of train
No. 157 will now be used to explain the application of Rule 86.
Rule 86. Unless otherwise provided, an inferior train must be clear at the time
a superior train in the same direction is due to leave the next station in the
rear where time is shown.
A westward train, whether regular (scheduled) or extra, that is inferior to and
that is intending to run ahead of train No. 157 must leave Deerfield at a time
and proceed at a speed, not exceeding any maximum authorized speed, such
that the last car of the train will be west of Lake Forest station before 1.24
pm., the leaving time of train No. 157 at Deerfield.
For the above and all following diagram examples it is assumed that no train
orders are in effect that supersede the time table authority of train No. 157.
Rules and special instructions effecting train No.157s time table authority to
occupy the main track within yard limits at Deerfield and Lake Forest are
ignored in order to simplify the diagrammatic explanation.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Trains in Same Direction Example

A westward train that is inferior to and that is intending to run ahead of train
No. 157 must leave Lake Forest at a time and proceed at a speed, not
exceeding any maximum authorized speed, such that the last car of the train
will be west of the west switch of Kendahl siding or be on Kendahl siding
with the last car clear of the east switch of the siding and the switch lined for
the main track before 1.30 pm., the leaving time of train No. 157 at Lake
Forest.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Trains in Same Direction Example

A westward train that is inferior to and that is intending to run ahead of train
No. 157 must leave Kendahl at a time and proceed at a speed, not exceeding
any maximum authorized speed, such that the last car of the train will be clear
of the west switch of Chester siding or be on Chester siding with the last car
clear of the east switch of the siding and the switch lined for the main track
before 1.32 pm., the leaving time of train No. 157 at Kendahl.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Trains in Same Direction Example

A westward train that is inferior to and that is intending to run ahead of train
No. 157 must leave Chester at a time and proceed at a speed, not exceeding
any maximum authorized speed, such that the last car of the train will be clear
of the west switch of Williams siding or be on Williams siding with the last
car clear of the east switch of the siding and the switch lined for the main
track before 1.34 pm., the leaving time of train No. 157 at Chester.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Trains in Same Direction Example

A westward train that is inferior to and that is intending to run ahead of train
No. 157 must leave Williams at a time and proceed at a speed, not exceeding
any maximum authorized speed, such that the last car of the train will be clear
of the west switch of Saville siding or be on Saville siding with the last car
clear of the east switch of the siding and the switch lined for the main track
before 1.36 pm., the leaving time of train No. 157 at Williams.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Advancing Time Table Authority - Trains in Same Direction Example

A westward train that is inferior to and that is intending to run ahead of train
No. 157 must leave Saville at a time and proceed at a speed, not exceeding
any maximum authorized speed, such that the last car of the train will be west
of the Roundabout east yard limit before 1.39 pm., the leaving time of train
No. 157 at Saville.
Note that the time table authority of train No. 157, as indicated by the red line,
ends at the Roundabout east yard limit. This is due to Special Instruction X1
being in effect.
Special Instruction X1. At Deerfield, Lake Forest, Roundabout, Carlson and
Critchley all trains and engines must move at restricted speed on main tracks
within yard limits prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of
train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly
lined, and main tracks within yard limits may be occupied without providing
protection. Regular trains must avoid delay to superior regular trains. Extra
trains and engines must avoid delay to regular trains.
Note: Station Carlson not shown on track diagram or Time Table No. 40X.
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ADDITIONAL RULES AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS GOVERNING MOVEMENT OF TRAINS
Rule 82. Time table schedules, unless fulfilled or annulled, are in effect for twelve hours after their time at each
station.
Regular trains more than twelve hours behind either their schedule arriving or leaving time at any station lose both
right and schedule, and can thereafter proceed only as authorized by train order.
Rule 90. Trains must stop before siding switches, unless the switch is properly lined, the points are seen to fit and the
track is seen to be clear.
Special Instruction X40. Trains must stop before siding trailing point spring switches, unless the track is seen to be
clear. Position of the switch points when trailing through is of no consequence.
Rule 91. Unless some form of block signals is used, trains in the same direction must keep not less than one minute
apart, except when proceeding at reduced speed to close up behind a standing or slowly moving train.
Rule 92. A train must not leave a station in advance of its schedule leaving time.
Special Instruction X9. A train may arrive at a station in advance of its schedule arriving time.
Rule 97. Unless otherwise provided, extra trains must be authorized by train orders.
Rule 95. When authorized by the train dispatcher, two or more sections may be run on the same schedule. Each
section has equal time table authority. See Rules 15(g), 15(k) and 20.
Rule 20. All sections except the last must display two green flags and, in addition, two green lights by night, in the
places provided for that purpose on the front of the engine. See Rules 15(g) and 15(k).
Rule 21. Extra trains must display two white flags and, in addition, two white lights by night, in the places provided
for that purpose on the front of the engine.
Rule 15. The whistle must be sounded where required by rule or law.
When two or more engines are coupled together, the leading engine only will sound the whistle signals.
The intensity and duration of the sounding of whistle signals shall be regulated taking into consideration the distance
and urgency for which the signal is to be conveyed.
The whistle signals prescribed are illustrated by "o" for short sounds; "-" for longer sounds.
(g) o o Answer to 15(k) or any signal not otherwise provided for.
(k) - o o To call attention of engine and train crews to signals displayed for a following section. If not answered by
a train, the train displaying signals must stop and notify them.
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TRAIN REGISTER
TRAIN REGISTER - A book or form used at designated stations for registering signals displayed, the time of arrival
and departure of trains and such other information as may be prescribed.
Rule 83. A train must not leave its initial station, or an intermediate station where schedules originate or terminate,
or a junction, or pass from double or three or more tracks to single track, until it has been ascertained whether all
trains due, which are superior, have arrived or left.
To facilitate a train crew’s compliance with Rule 83 a train register may be used. Standard code time table and train
order rules require both arriving and departing trains to register. In order to reduce the amount of paper work that train
crews must fill out, DRRY special instructions require only arriving trains to register at designated register stations.
Although there are reasons for departing trains to register, an explanation of which is beyond the scope of this article,
of utmost importance is a means for ascertaining if an opposing superior train has arrived, and this is satisfied by
having only arriving train’s register.
Special Instructions REGISTER STATIONS AT
Deerfield .... Only regular trains arriving shall register.
Chester .... Only regular trains arriving shall register and may register by Register Ticket Form 230.
Roundabout .... Only regular trains arriving shall register and may register by Register Ticket Form 230.
Critchley .... Only regular trains arriving shall register.
Special Instruction X11. At a register station at which only arriving trains are required to register, provisions of Rule
83 that require ascertaining whether superior trains leaving that are due have left shall not apply, and extra
precautions must be taken by sections to prevent a following section from leaving before a leading section.
TRAIN REGISTER FILLED OUT EXAMPLES
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REGISTER TICKET
At a station where a trains arrival is required to be registered and the train does not have to stop for any other reason
and it is not necessary for the conductor of the train to check the train register for superior trains that are due at that
station, when authorized by rule or special instruction, the conductor may register the train by filling out and then
leaving without stopping at the station a register ticket of the prescribed form. In full scale practice the train order
operator at the station would retrieve the register ticket filled out by the conductor of the train and enter the
information from the register ticket on to the train register at the station. Registering by ticket was typically permitted
at register stations where a train was moving from single track on to double track.
REGISTER TICKET FORM 230 FILLED OUT EXAMPLES
Below is a collection of Register Tickets Form 230 that were dropped off at Chester (CH) station.

PROTECTION OF TRAINS
Unless otherwise provided, on single track a train operates expecting opposing inferior trains to be clear of the main
track, and on a main track on which trains are operating in the same direction a train operates expecting a preceding
train, regardless of whether it is inferior or superior, to be maintaining a sufficient speed to prevent being overtaken.
Under circumstances when a train cannot clear the main track in order to prevent being overtaken by an opposing
train or when a train fails to maintain a speed or stops and therefore may be overtaken by a following train, the train
must be protected as prescribed by procedures set forth by DRRY Rule 99.
Rule 99. When a train stops under circumstances in which it may be overtaken by another train, protection must be
provided by a train crew member who must act as a flagman and go back immediately with flagman's signals a
distance of not less than one-quarter scale mile (165 actual feet), the distance increased for descending grades and
weather conditions, and until the flagman's view of an approaching train is unobstructed for not less than one-eighth
scale mile (83 actual feet) beyond, and place a yellow signal consisting of a yellow flag and, in addition, a yellow
light by night, on the side of the track that will be visible to and not obstruct an approaching train. After placing the
yellow signal the flagman may return one-half the distance to the train. When recalled and safety to the train will
permit, the flagman may return.
When the engineer is acting as the flagman, after placing the yellow signal and safety to the train will permit, the
engineer may return to the engine.
The front of the train must be protected in the same way when necessary.
When a train is moving under circumstances in which it may be overtaken by another train, protection must be
provided by a train crew member who must act as a flagman and take such action as may be necessary to insure full
protection. When the view of an approaching train is obscured, yellow signals consisting of a yellow flag and, in
addition, a yellow light by night, must be placed at proper intervals on the side of the track that will be visible to and
not obstruct an approaching train.
When flags cannot be plainly seen, lanterns or lights must be used. Conductors and engineers are responsible for the
protection of their trains.
Flagman's signals must not be placed between parallel tracks, unless it cannot be avoided.
The placement of flagman's signals must be such that provides for the maximum straight sighting distance of the signal as
viewed from an approaching train.
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An engineer seeing a yellow flag or yellow light near the side of the track will at once bring their train under control and
then for a distance of one-half scale mile (330 actual feet) beyond the yellow signal will proceed at reduced speed. Failing
to find a flagman or obstructions within the distance of one-half scale mile (330 actual feet) they will assume that track is
clear and resume usual speed.
The engineer or conductor of a train upon passing a yellow signal placed on the side of the track their train is operating on
will retrieve the yellow signal.
When a flagman is sent ahead to protect the movement of a train, extra precautions must be taken to see that a sufficient
distance is maintained between the flagman and the train to insure safety.
When a train has been flagged, the flagman, if present, must inform the engineer why the train has been flagged and the
engineer must be governed by conditions.
When a flagman is sent out with instructions affecting the authority of a train, such instructions must be in writing if
circumstances will permit.
When a flagman is sent to a station on a train with instructions affecting the authority of a train, the flagman will ride on
the head end of the train, and the engineer must stop and let the flagman off at the first switch.

YARD LIMITS AND RELIEF OF PROTECTION
When it is necessary for a train to perform switching work at a station or other locations an advantage may be had by
relieving the train of requirements to provide protection against other trains, thus allowing the maximum number of train
crew members to assist in handling the switching of the train instead of performing duties required to provide protection.
The concept of defined yard limits and the rules governing the movement and protection of trains operating within yard
limits are set forth by DRRY Rule 93 and Special Instruction X1.
Rule 93. Yard limits will be indicated by track side signs or track markers or designated by special instructions. Within
yard limits the main track may be occupied, clearing first class trains when due to leave the last station where time is
shown. Protection against second and third class trains, and extra trains and engines is not required.
In case of failure to clear the time of first class trains, protection must be provided as prescribed by Rule 99.
Second and third class trains, and extra trains and engines must move at restricted speed on main tracks within yard limits
prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction or switch not
properly lined.
All trains and engines must move at restricted speed on yard tracks, sidings, wye tracks, spur tracks and other tracks not
designated as main tracks prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of train, engine, car, stop signal,
derail, obstruction or switch not properly lined.
Special Instruction X1. At Deerfield, Lake Forest, Roundabout, Carlson and Critchley all trains and engines must move at
restricted speed on main tracks within yard limits prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of train,
engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined, and main tracks within yard limits may be
occupied without providing protection. Regular trains must avoid delay to superior regular trains. Extra trains and engines
must avoid delay to regular trains.
It is of utmost importance that the conductor, engineer and all train crew members maintain an absolute understanding of
whether their train is operating within or outside of yard limits and see to it that rules governing the protection and
movement of their train are strictly obeyed.
Train orders may also be issued that relieve the requirements for protection of a train. This is illustrated by various
examples of train order Form H. See the complete DRRY Transportation Rules.
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DRRY Transportation Rules, Track Side Signs and Track Markers

EARLY TIME TABLE OPERATION and THE ORIGIN OF TRAIN ORDERS in the UNITED STATES
When studying the principles of time table and train order railway operation it must be kept in mind that prior to the
introduction of the electric telegraph in the United States during the 1840s, a means for providing rapid
communication between trains or between trains and a central control authority did not exist. For this reason early
train operation in the United States relied primarily on time interval separation of trains accomplished by the use of
time tables and rules that governed their use. A well understood shortcoming of train operation by time table arises
when trains run late on their schedules resulting in possible delay to other trains that are running on time. The time
table published by the New York and Erie Railroad (NY&ERR) dated April 23, 1849, that included operating
instructions printed on the reverse side, provides an example of how this shortcoming was addressed during the early
days of single track railway operation in the United States. The following in italics type are excerpts from those
instructions:
NY&ERR 1st Instruction. - No train must under any circumstances leave a station before its time, as specified in the
Time Table.
NY&ERR 2nd Instruction. - Passenger trains shall not wait for freight trains, but all Binghamton passenger trains
going in a direction from Piermont [westward], will keep out of the way of those going towards Piermont [eastward];
and passenger trains will in no case proceed, where another passenger train having the right to the road is due, until
a message is received from the conductor of that passenger train.
NY&ERR 5th Instruction. - Freight trains will in all cases wait for passenger trains, and for milk trains, and be kept
entirely out of their way, never leaving a station on the time of a passenger or milk train, unless on positive
information received from it. The rate of speed is twelve miles per hour for freight trains, and enginemen of freight
trains are not at liberty to make up for delays by increasing the speed beyond this rate. A freight train which is up to
time, will wait twenty minutes at the proper passing place for another freight train which may be delayed. It will then
proceed at a walk keeping a man ahead with a proper signal, and using every precaution before it meets the other
train or receives a message from it. A freight train which is behind time will move at a walk, and keep a man ahead
with a red flag, or red lantern, as the case may be, until it passes the coming freight train. This does not apply to
passenger trains, a freight train never being on the road in the time of a passenger train, unless a message has been
received from it. Milk trains will in all cases wait for passenger trains - but will take precedence of freight trains. The
rules for freight trains will apply to milk trains, unless when otherwise specified.
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NY&ERR 28th Instruction. - The clock at the Piermont office shall be the standard time, and all conductors and
enginemen before leaving Piermont, are required to compare and regulate their time by that clock, and the
conductors of freight trains are required to see that the clocks at all the way stations conform to the standard time.
A facsimile copy of the NY&ERR Time Table dated April 23, 1849 with associated instructions was published in
1908 in the book Between the Ocean and the Lakes, The Story of The Erie by Edward Harold Mott; and has been
digitally archived by Google Books.
NY&ERR Time Table dated April 23, 1849 with Instructions
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CHARLES MINOT AND THE STORY OF THE FIRST TRAIN ORDER
After the successful demonstration of the electric telegraph in the United States in 1844, a telegraph line was
constructed during 1851 along the right of way of the NY&ERR. Charles Minot, the Superintendent of the NY&ERR
at the time, is generally credited as being the first person to issue messages sent via electric telegraph to railroad
operating personnel at distant stations, the messages containing information that effectively superseded the authority
previously granted to a train by time table instructions.
The story generally recounted is that in the autumn of 1851 Superintendent Minot was riding aboard a westward
passenger train that stopped at Turners station (1849 time table spelling) that being the designated time table meeting
station with an opposing eastward passenger train. The eastward passenger train having the "right to the road" against
the westward passenger train, as provided for by time table instructions, had not arrived even though the leaving time
of the westward passenger train had past. Superintendent Minot went to the telegraph office at Turners and instructed
the telegraph operator to send a message to the telegraph operator at Goshen station 14 miles westward from Turners,
inquiring whether the eastward passenger train had arrived at Goshen. The response from the telegraph operator at
Goshen indicated that the eastward passenger train had not arrived. Superintendent Minot then instructed the telegraph
operator at Turners to send the following message to the telegraph operator at Goshen:
TO THE AGENT AND OPERATOR AT GOSHEN
HOLD THE TRAIN FOR FURTHER ORDERS
CHAS. MINOT SUPERINTENDENT
Superintendent Minot then wrote out the following message:
TO CONDUCTOR AND ENGINEER DAY EXPRESS
RUN TO GOSHEN REGARDLESS OF OPPOSING TRAIN
CHAS. MINOT SUPERINTENDENT
Superintendent Minot presented the message he had written to the conductor of the Day Express at Turners, that being
the westward passenger train upon which he was riding. Conductor W. H. Stewart in turn delivered the message to the
engineer I. Lewis. Upon reading the message engineer Lewis is reported to have said to conductor Stewart, "Do you
take me for a damn fool? I won't run by that." Conductor Stewart reported the engineers' reply to Superintendent
Minot after which Superintendent Minot went forward and confronted the engineer. Engineer Lewis could not be
convinced to run the train to Goshen with the result that Superintendent Minot took command of the locomotive and
ran the train to Goshen himself. Reports as to the location on the train that engineer Lewis occupied during the trip to
Goshen vary from being inside the cab along with Superintendent Minot and the fireman, to occupying the last seat in
the last car of the train. Superintendent Minot followed the same procedure for advancing the westward passenger
train against the late running eastward passenger train for additional stations westward of Goshen until both trains
finally met at Port Jervis yard.
The refusal of engineer Lewis to run the westward passenger train beyond Goshen may be understandable if
instructions similar to those of the 1849 NY&ERR time table were in effect. Engineer Lewis could have raised in his
defense the following from the 2nd instruction: "..... passenger trains will in no case proceed, where another passenger
train having the right to the road is due, until a message is received from the conductor of that passenger train." The
message that engineer Lewis received at Turners was not from the conductor of the overdue eastward passenger train,
but rather from Superintendent Minot.
TIME TABLES AND TRAIN ORDERS USED SIMULTANEOUSLY
The electric telegraph had proved its value in providing a means for rapidly sending messages, latter to be known as
train orders, between a central authority or train dispatcher, and station telegraph operators that would in turn deliver
the train orders to train crews. Due to the exposed nature of the wires of telegraph systems that were subject to
disarrangement that could occur at any moment resulting in periods of disruption in the ability to transmit train orders
or messages, train operation dispensing entirely with time tables and using only train orders to authorize trains to
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occupy tracks was not considered to be sufficiently reliable. After the introduction of the telephone and improvements
made in the reliability of the means for transmitting train orders, unless some form of signal system such as
Centralized Traffic Control was in use, time table authority would remain as the foundation of train operation in the
United States into the last quarter of the Twentieth Century.
TRAIN ORDERS USED ON THE DRRY
Although extensive Standard Code based rules pertaining to the movement of trains by train orders are in effect on the
DRRY, their use is intentionally diminished in order to reduce the reliance on a train dispatcher for controlling the
movement of trains. Once a train crew leaves either Deerfield or Critchley there is generally no communication with
the train dispatcher. Operations under these circumstances might best be described as being between points of
communication. If a train becomes disabled or delayed, DRRY train crews must be fully familiar with the rules and
principles for movement under flag protection and the exchange of train identities in an effort to keep trains moving.
Rule 71. A train is superior to another train by right, class, direction or time table special instruction.
Superiority by right is conferred by train order, superiority by class, direction, or time table special instruction is
conferred by time table.
Right is superior to class, direction or time table special instruction.
Time table special instruction is superior to class or direction.
The traditional method of transmitting train orders to train order operators at stations for subsequent delivery by the
train order operators of written train orders to train crews is somewhat impractical at the DRRY due to the short
running time intervals between stations. Under circumstances at the DRRY when issuing a train order would be an
advantage, as in the case of advancing an inferior train against the time table authority of a late running regular
superior train, the use of cellular telephones or other two way radio equipment is used to a limited extent to permit the
train dispatcher to issue train orders directly to train crews. This is similar to the final years, circa 2000, of time table
and train order operation on the Northern Indiana Commuter Transportation District and Chicago, South Shore and
South Bend Railroad where the train dispatcher routinely issued train orders directly to train crews by two way radio.
Train order Form J-1 is a special form of train order that was used by the NICTD and CSS&SBRR that is indicative of
transmission of train orders from the train dispatcher directly to train crews, thus it has been included in the DRRY
Transportation Rules.
Train Order Form J-1.
CALL ORDER
No 2 call for orders at Chester
When a train has been so ordered, it must not leave the station named or the point named until a train order or
Clearance Card Form A has been received.
When a train receives a Form J-1 Train Order (Call Order) at a point other than a signaled siding, the train must not
proceed beyond the entering switch or other specific named location until a train order or clearance is received.
Students of time table and train order principles may recognize that the Form J-1 Call Order affectively allows the
train dispatcher to display a "virtual" train order signal at stop at any desired point on the railway.
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DRRY TRAIN ORDER NO. 8
If warranted by sufficient passenger traffic one or more of the
first class schedules of Time Table No. 41 may be run in
sections. DRRY Train Order No. 8 is an example of a Form F
(For Sections) train order that was issued by the train
dispatcher via two-way radio directly to the conductor of
Engine No. 326 and copied by the same onto a blank train
order Form 19.
After the train order was issued and the train dispatcher
confirmed that the conductor of Engine No. 326 repeated the
wording of the train order correctly, the train dispatcher then
issued the word “complete” and the current time to the
conductor of Engine No. 326. Addressees of a train order must
not act on its wording until the response “complete” to the
train order has also been issued by the train dispatcher.
A similar procedure was also used to issue this train order to
the conductor of Engine No. 442.
Upon the train dispatcher’s response of “complete” being
endorsed on the respective train order blanks, the engineer
addressees of this train order must comply with the following:
Rule 20. All sections except the last must display two green
flags and, in addition, two green lights by night, in the places
provided for that purpose on the front of the engine.
See Rules 15(g) and 15(k).
For the Train Order No. 8 example Engine No. 326 will display green classification signals on the front of the engine
and Engine No. 442 will display no classification signals on the front of the engine.
DRRY TRAIN ORDER NO. 9
DRRY Train Order No. 9, a Form E (Time Order) train order,
may be issued in addition to DRRY Train Order No. 8.
If First 146 is running on time, a quick thinking train crew of
an inferior train that meets First 146 and receives this train
order will generally have sufficient running time to clear
Second 146 at the next station in advance of the inferior train.
The conductor of First 146 will be instructed to produce a
sufficient number of copies of this train order for delivery to
the C&E of trains likely to be met or passed.
When the train dispatcher issues any form of train order where
the affect of its instructions will be to restrict the time table
authority or train order authority of a train, of utmost
importance is the procedure that the train dispatcher must
follow where the addressees of the train being restricted, in
this case Second 146, must be the first instructed to and in fact
correctly repeats the wording of the train order and therefore
must be the first addresses of the train order to receive the
response “complete” from the train dispatcher.
If the foregoing procedure is not strictly observed, a lap of
authority to occupy the main track will most likely be the
result that, although may exist for only a brief period of time,
must be prevented from occurring under any circumstance.
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TYPICAL DRRY BULLETIN SPECIAL INSTRUCTION
Bulletin special instruction 06-22A-2014 is generally issued each day Time Table No. 41 is in effect and is made
possible by the circular nature of the DRRY actual track layout. Generally four engines with passenger, freight or
mixed consists of cars may operate as extra trains. During the course of the day the extras move in relation to one
another between Deerfield and Roundabout as directed by the bulletin special instruction and must keep clear of
regular trains authorized by the time table, either opposing or in the same direction, as provided for by the rules. The
intent of the foregoing is to reduce the duties of the train dispatcher by avoiding the necessity of having to issue Form
A train orders that otherwise would be required to fix the meeting points between opposing extra trains between
Deerfield and Roundabout.
EXTRA TRAIN OPERATION BETWEEN
ROUNDABOUT AND CRITCHLEY
Bulletin special instruction 06-22A-2014 provides for extra
train operation only between Deerfield and Roundabout.
Between Roundabout and Critchley, where it is an
advantage to allow extra trains to operate in either direction
regardless of the time of day, a manual block signal system
(MBS) is installed.
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM - A block or a series
of consecutive blocks, governed by block signals operated
manually by block operators or train crew members. A
manual block system may also include automatic functions
actuated by a train, or engine, or by certain conditions
affecting the use of a block.
A special instruction at the bottom of DRRY Time Table Nos. 30 and 41 states "Extra trains between Roundabout and
Critchley may be operated without train order authority" and supersedes Rule 97. The existence of an MBS between
Roundabout and Critchley is also noted in the station column of the time tables.
Rule 97. Unless otherwise provided, extra trains must be authorized by train orders.
Rule 260. On portions of the railway, trains will be governed by the indications of block signals and interlocking
signals, whose indications will supersede the superiority of trains and authority to proceed granted by time table,
train order or special instruction, except train orders or special instructions pertaining to a specific block or
interlocking signal.

GRAND CROSSING INTERLOCKING AND ROUNDABOUT-CRITCHLEY MBS
See pages 48 through 62 for DRRY Grand Crossing Interlocking and Roundabout-Critchley MBS
Operating Manual for Train Crews.
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TIME TABLE NO. 30

An alternative to operating regular (scheduled) trains is to operate only extra trains. Time Table No. 30 lists no
schedules for regular trains, therefore when it is posted as being in effect all trains must operate as extras as provided
by the following:
EXTRA TRAIN - A train authorized by train order without a time table schedule. It may be designated as:
EXTRA - For any extra train, except a work extra;
WORK EXTRA - For an extra train authorized by Form H train order.
Rule 87. An inferior train must keep out of the way of opposing superior trains and failing to clear the main track by
the time required by rule must be protected at that time as prescribed by Rule 99.
Extra trains must clear the time of opposing regular trains not less than one minute unless otherwise provided, and
will be governed by train orders with respect to opposing extra trains.
Rule 88. At meeting points between regular trains, the inferior train must clear the main track one minute before the
leaving time of the superior train.
At meeting points between extra trains, the eastward extra train must take the siding unless otherwise provided.
Trains must pull into a siding when practicable; if necessary to back in, the train must first be protected as prescribed
by Rule 99, unless otherwise provided.
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Rule 97. Unless otherwise provided, extra trains must be authorized by train orders.
Train operation under Time Table No. 30 requires the train dispatcher to issue train orders that provide for opposing
extra trains to meet or keep clear of one another, and train orders that authorize engines to run extra between
designated points between Deerfield and Roundabout. Use of cellular telephones or two way radio equipment is used
to permit the train dispatcher to issue train orders directly to train crews. Operation under Time Table No. 30
dramatically increases the duty load of the train dispatcher, depending on the number of extra trains in operation, as
all train movements between Deerfield and Roundabout must be provided for by train orders.
DISPATCHER’S RECORD OF MOVEMENT OF TRAINS “THE TRAIN SHEET”
For an explanation of filling out the Dispatcher’s Record of Movement of Trains, also known as “The Train Sheet,”
and additional information regarding the operation of extra trains by means of Deerfield and Roundabout Railway
Train Order Form 19B see the following:
Link to DRRY document “Filling out the Train Sheet and Issuing a DRRY Train Order Form 19B”
TRAIN ORDER FORM V CHECK OF TRAINS
For circumstances where a train register is not provided at a station and compliance with Rule 83 is required, the
issuance and receipt of a Train Order Form V (letter V) Check of Trains may be used instead.
Train Order Form V.
CHECK OF TRAINS
(1) All (regular) (______ class) trains due at Roundabout at or before 650 am (have passed) (have arrived) (have left)
except ______
(2) No 1 and No 2 (have passed) (have arrived) (have left) Roundabout
(3) Extra 99 east (has arrived) (has left) Deerfield on order No ______
These forms to be used when it is desired to give a train information required by Rule 83.
In example (3) "on order No ______" refers to the train order number of the Form G train order authorizing the
extra train named. See Rules 83(A) and 83(C).
On following pages is presented a series of diagrams illustrating the movement of trains and the wording that would
be used by the train dispatcher when issuing a train order example (1) above.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Train Order Form V Check of Trains

The conductor of train No. 135 has previously reported to the train dispatcher via two-way radio that train No. 135
arrived at Roundabout at 12.30 PM and was not displaying signals for a following section.
The conductor and engineer (C&E) of Engine No. 9 have received train order No. 40 at Roundabout. Before train
Extra 9 east may leave Roundabout the C&E are governed by and must comply with the following:
Rule 73. Extra trains are inferior to regular trains.
Rule 83. A train must not leave its initial station, or an intermediate station where schedules originate or terminate,
or a junction, or pass from double or three or more tracks to single track, until it has been ascertained whether all
trains due, which are superior, have arrived or left.
On this day no train register has been provided at Roundabout therefore Special Instruction X12 is in effect:
X12. Under circumstances where a train register form is not accessible or provided at a designated register station,
personnel must contact the train dispatcher and request and receive a Form V train order.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Train Order Form V Check of Trains

If the Conductor of train
Extra 9 east contacts the
train dispatcher and
requests a Form V train
order, for the period of
time between 12.30 PM
and 1.38 PM inclusive, the
train dispatcher may issue
train order No. 41.
The above based on the
fact that train No. 135
arrived at Roundabout at
12.30 PM and train No.
157 is not considered due
at Roundabout until at or
after it’s leaving time of
1.39 PM at Saville.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Train Order Form V Check of Trains

If the Conductor of train
Extra 9 east contacts the
train dispatcher and
requests a Form V train
order at or after 1.39 PM,
the train dispatcher may
issue train order No. 42.
The above based on the
fact that train No. 135
arrived at Roundabout at
12.30 PM and the current
Railway Standard Time of
1.39 PM is the same as
train No. 157s leaving time
at Saville. Train No. 157 is
now considered due at
Roundabout even though it
may not have left Saville.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Train Order Form V Check of Trains

If the Conductor of train
Extra 9 east contacts the
train dispatcher and
requests a Form V train
order at or after 1.46 PM,
the train dispatcher may
issue train order No. 43.
The above based on the
fact that train No. 135
arrived at Roundabout at
12.30 PM, the current
Railway Standard Time of
1.46 PM is after train No.
157s leaving time at
Saville and the Conductor
of train No. 157 has not
reported as having arrived
at Roundabout.
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Diagrammatic Slide Show of Train Order Form V Check of Trains

If the Conductor of train
Extra 9 east contacts the
train dispatcher and
requests a Form V train
order at or after 1.48 PM,
the train dispatcher may
issue train order No. 44.
The above based on the
fact that train No. 135
arrived at Roundabout at
12.30 PM and the
Conductor of train No.
157 has reported to the
train dispatcher via twoway radio that train No.
157 arrived at
Roundabout at 1.48PM
and was not displaying
signals for a following
section.
THEORY OF TIME DUE
Special Instruction X8. A train may arrive at a station in advance of its schedule arriving time.
Given Special Instruction X8 is in effect the moment when Railway Standard Time is the same as a schedule leaving
time at a station time table authority of the schedule is considered to extend instantly to the point where time applies
at the station in advance were the schedule leaving or arriving time is latter than the current Railway Standard Time.
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TRACK OCCUPANCY DIAGRAM AND RULES
On pages 44 and 45 is presented a DRRY linear track diagram and a reiteration of the primary track occupancy rules.
DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY TRACK CHARTS
On pages 46 and 47 is presented DRRY track charts.
REFERENCES
The Train Wire, A Discussion of the Science of Train Dispatching, 1891 edition by J. A. Anderson* ;
Train Rules and Train Dispatching, 1904 by H. A. Dalby;
Between the Ocean and the Lakes, The Story of the Erie, 1908 edition by Edward Harold Mott;
digital copy by Google Books;
Train Operation, 1920 edition by W. Nichols*;
Rights of Trains, 1925 edition by H. W. Forman*;
Rights of Trains, 1945 and 1957 editions by P. Josserand;
Railroad Operation and Railway Signaling, 1953 edition by E. J. Phillips Jr.;
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Deerfield and Roundabout Railway

GRAND CROSSING INTERLOCKING
AND

ROUNDABOUT – CRITCHLEY
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM
Operating Manual for Train Crews
A Presentation of Pertinent

Definitions, Transportation Rules and Special Instructions
with
Signal System Component Location Drawings
FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY
Superseded by current Definitions, Transportation Rules or
Special Instructions inconsistent therewith.
March 14, 2018
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DEFINITIONS
Note. Rules and special instructions that apply to the movement of trains also apply to the movement of engines.
APPROACH SWITCH - A track side electrical switch that the engineer operates in order to change the indication of
a signal to a "Proceed" indication.
BLOCK - A length of track of defined limits, the use of which is governed by block signals.
BLOCK RELEASE SWITCH - A track side electrical switch that the engineer operates to release a signal system
when leaving a block.
BLOCK SIGNAL - A fixed signal that governs trains entering and using a block or provides for the proper spacing
of trains.
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM - A block or a series of consecutive blocks, governed by block signals
operated manually by block operators or train crew members. A manual block system may also include automatic
functions actuated by a train, or engine, or by certain conditions affecting the use of a block.
MBS - Abbreviation for Manual Block Signal System.
RESTRICTED SPEED - A speed that will permit stopping within one-half the range of vision short of train, engine,
car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined.
RESTRICTED SPEED TRACK DEFECT - A speed that will permit stopping within one-half the range of vision
short of train, engine, car, stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined, looking out for track defects
that may require a train or engine to stop or to stop and then proceed at a speed such that movement over a track
defect may be made without causing derailment.
SIGNAL ASPECT - The appearance of a fixed signal conveying an indication as viewed from the direction of an
approaching train.
SIGNAL INDICATION - The information conveyed by the by the aspect of a signal.
ENGINE - A unit propelled by any form of energy, or a combination of such units operated from a single control,
used in train or yard service.
TRAIN - An engine or more than one engine coupled, with or without cars, displaying a marker or markers.
RAIL EQUIPMENT - Engines, cars, one or more engines coupled to one or more cars, vehicles, equipment and
devices that move on and are guided by the rails of track.
MOVEMENT - The action of rail equipment traveling on track in one direction subject to the prescribed signals and
rules, or special instructions.
MOVEMENT, SWITCHING - The action of rail equipment traveling on track first in one direction then reversing
and moving in the opposite direction subject to the prescribed signals and rules, or special instructions and generally
occurring within yard limits.
YARD - A system of tracks within defined limits over which movements not authorized by time table, or by train
order, may be made, subject to the prescribed signals and rules, or special instructions.
YARD ENGINE - An engine assigned to yard service and working within yard limits.
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TIME TABLE STATION COLUMN ANNOTATION INDICATING
STATIONS BETWEEN WHICH MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM IS IN USE
AND
TIME TABLE SPECIAL INSTRUCTION PERTAINING TO EXTRA TRAIN
OPERATION WITHOUT TRAIN ORDERS

RULE 93 YARD LIMITS AT
Roundabout, Carlson and Critchley .... Extend from 175 actual feet east of the east switch of Roundabout siding
No. 2 to 375 actual feet west of the Critchley depot.
YARD LIMITS SPECIAL INSTRUCTION X1
X1. At Deerfield, Lake Forest, Roundabout, Carlson and Critchley all trains and engines must move at restricted
speed on main tracks within yard limits prepared to stop within one-half the range of vision short of train, engine, car,
stop signal, derail, obstruction, or switch not properly lined, and main tracks within yard limits may be occupied
without providing protection. Regular trains must avoid delay to superior regular trains. Extra trains and engines must
avoid delay to regular trains.
CLASSIFICATION SIGNAL RULES AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
21(A). On portions of the railway so specified in the time table or by special instructions, the display of white flags
and white lights, as prescribed by Rule 21, may be omitted on designated extra trains.
X52. Between Roundabout and Critchley Rule 21(A) applies to westward extra trains originating at Roundabout and
terminating at Critchley and eastward extra trains originating at Critchley and terminating at Roundabout.
USE OF SIGNALS
34. The engineer and other members of the train crew must, when practicable, communicate to each other the name
of the indication or the aspect of all signals affecting the movement of their train.
MOVEMENT OF TRAINS
98. Trains and engines must stop before the end of double or three or more tracks, junctions, railway crossings, and
drawbridges, unless signals indicate proceed, or, where proceed signals cannot be displayed, the switches are properly
lined and it has been ascertained that it is safe to proceed. See Rule 15(m).
GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SIGNALS
Signal aspects are shown by the position of semaphore arms, color of lights, flashing of lights, position of lights, or
any combination thereof. They may be qualified by number plate, letter plate, marker, shape and color of semaphore
arms, or any combination thereof.
GENERAL SIGNAL RULES
250. Trains must comply with the indications of all signals which govern their movements. When visibility is
restricted due to weather or other conditions trains must stop, if necessary, to determine indication of signals.
250(A). Unless otherwise provided, general, block and interlocking signal rules that refer to trains shall also apply to
engines, movements and switching movements.
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251. When two or more trains are approaching a signal that jointly governs their movements, the trains must stop
before the signal and fouling point, and a thorough understanding must be had between the train crews as to the
sequence in which the trains will be governed by the signal.
252. If a train fails to stop before the fouling point of a signal displaying a "Stop" indication, the front of the train
must immediately be provided flag protection as prescribed by Rule 99.
253. Personnel must inform themselves as to the location of signals where the fouling point will be passed before the
signal reached.
254. After a train has passed a signal displaying a proceed indication, the indication of the next signal may change to
"Stop", and members of the train crew must be on the alert to observe it.
BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNAL RULES
260. On portions of the railway, trains will be governed by the indications of block signals and interlocking signals,
whose indications will supersede the superiority of trains and authority to proceed granted by time table, train order or
special instruction, except train orders or special instructions pertaining to a specific block or interlocking signal.
261. Unless otherwise provided, the approach switch for a block or interlocking signal must not be operated, unless a
train is authorized by time table, train order or special instruction to proceed, Rule 240X is displayed by the signal and
it has been ascertained that no other movement will act on the signals indication.
261(A). When Rule 240X is displayed by a signal and it has been ascertained that no other movement will act on the
signals indication, a regular train governed by the signal may operate an approach switch before its schedule leaving
time.
263. Unless otherwise provided, where indicated by signs or when required by special instructions, the block release
switch must be operated when a train is leaving a block.
265. Unless otherwise provided, if a train stops or reduces speed within a block and is delayed such that it cannot be
clear of the block in not more twice the time it normally requires to traverse the full length of the block, flag
protection must immediately be provided as prescribed by Rule 99 against opposing and following trains.
266. Unless otherwise provided, a reverse movement must not be made after proceeding on block or interlocking
signal indications.
267. A signal system control reset switch must not be operated, unless authorized by the train dispatcher.

BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNALS ARE

SENTINELS OF SAFETY
KNOW where they are located.
KNOW the information they can convey.
SEE them and CALL them.
BE PREPARED to DO,
THEN DO WHAT THESE VIGILANT
WATCHMEN TELL YOU TO DO.
Illustration at right from the Kansas City Terminal Railway Operating
Rules Effective May 15, 1953.
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BLOCK AND INTERLOCKING SIGNAL RULE NUMBERS, NAMES, INDICATIONS AND ASPECTS
Rule 240A. Name: STOP.
Indication: Stop before any part of train or engine passes the signal and fouling point.
"SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking and RB-CR MBS use Figure 1.

Rule 240D. Name: APPROACH.
Indication: Proceed prepared to stop before any part of train or engine passes the next signal.
"P" or "SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking uses Figure 1.

Rule 240E. Name: CLEAR.
Indication: Proceed.
"P" or "SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking uses Figure 1.
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Rule 240N. Name: RESTRICTING.
Indication: Proceed at restricted speed through interlocking limits or block or until entire train is past resume speed
sign.
"P" or "SAO" letter plates have no significance.

GX Interlocking and RB-CR MBS use Figure 1.

Rule 240X. Name: STOP AND OPERATE.
Indication: Stop before any part of train or engine passes the signal and fouling point, and operate the
approach switch.
See Rules 261 and 261(A).
Rule 27 does not apply to a dwarf signal with “SAO” letter plate when the light is extinguished continuously.

RB-CR MBS uses Figures 1 and 2.
Rule 261. The approach switch for a block or interlocking signal must not be operated, unless a train is authorized
by time table, train order or special instruction to proceed, Rule 240X is displayed by the signal and it has been
ascertained that no other movement will act on the signals indication.
Rule 261(A). When Rule 240X is displayed by a signal and it has been ascertained that no other movement will act
on the signals indication, a regular train governed by the signal may operate an approach switch before its schedule
leaving time.
SIGNAL SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
B1. The location of block, interlocking distant and other signals will be designated by special instructions or
illustrated on the "Actual Track Layout Drawing."
B2. The sounding of Rule 15(m) is not required when a train is proceeding on interlocking signal indication.
B3. Conductors and engineers must keep a sharp lookout for the proper operation of all ball, block, interlocking and
distant signals and must immediately report to the train dispatcher any signal malfunction or irregularity that is
witnessed. Trains must be stopped, if necessary, and protection provided to ensure the safety of trains. Engineers must
give special attention, when proceeding on the indication of a full size or dwarf semaphore signal, to see that the
semaphore signal has returned to "Stop" indication after the train or engine has passed the signal.
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GRAND CROSSING INTERLOCKING AND
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM BETWEEN ROUNDABOUT AND CRITCHLEY
B10. Engineers, conductors, other train crew personnel and other personnel involved with operations at Grand
Crossing Interlocking or the use of the manual block signal system (MBS) between Roundabout and Critchley must
keep in mind and not overlook other rules that apply to interlocking signals or block signals or systems thereof.
B11. An approach switch is located at Roundabout east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding
No. 1. An approach switch is located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye west of the stem turnout. A block release
switch is located near the Carlson station sign. Personnel must inform themselves as to their locations and may do so
by reviewing the current revision of drawing DRTRK98-RB.
B12. At Roundabout, when two or more movements are proceeding, or the intent of which is to proceed, westward
toward the block signal at the west switch of siding No. 1, the movements must stop before fouling other tracks and
before the approach switch located east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding No. 1, and a
thorough understanding must be had between the train crews as to the sequence in which the movements will be
governed by rules or special instructions that apply to the block signal.
B13. Rule 261(A) does not apply at Roundabout or the Roundabout wye.
Switching Movement at Roundabout Not Proceeding Through Grand Crossing Interlocking
B14. A switching movement at Roundabout the intent of which is not to proceed through Grand Crossing
Interlocking must not operate an approach switch and may pass at restricted speed the block signal at the west switch
of Roundabout siding No. 1 when the block signal displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and
Operate indication. Under such circumstance a sharp lookout must be maintained and the movement stopped at once
if the block signal changes to display aspect red, Stop indication, before the movement passes the block signal.

B15. A switching movement at Roundabout the intent of which is not to proceed through Grand Crossing
Interlocking must not pass the block signal at the west switch of Roundabout siding No. 1 when the block signal
displays aspects flashing lunar or lunar, Restricting indications, unless authorized to do so by the Grand Crossing
Interlocking control machine operator or the train dispatcher.
Switching Movement Roundabout to Carlson and Returning to Roundabout
B16. At Roundabout, when it is the intent of a switching movement to proceed to Carlson and return to Roundabout
and the block signal at the west switch of siding No. 1 displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and
Operate indication, the approach switch located east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding
No. 1 may be operated continuously until the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A displays aspect
flashing yellow. The switching movement will then be governed by the block signal and the interlocking signal at
Grand Crossing Interlocking as follows:
Aspect flashing lunar displayed by the block signal or the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking
indicates proceed at restricted speed under condition that the trailing wheels of the switching movement will be
brought to a stop at a point between scale mile post 10.0 and the Carlson station sign. After the previously described
stop has been made and 7 seconds has elapsed the switching movement may move at restricted speed eastward past
scale mile post 10.0 and stop before any part of the switching movement passes the interlocking signal at Grand
Crossing Interlocking and then be governed by the interlocking signal. The previously described eastward movement
results in a request sent to the Grand Crossing Interlocking signal system to change the aspect of the interlocking
signal to convey a proceed indication.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal and aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal
affixed to Tower 98A indicates a time release period has been initiated in order to establish block signal protection.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal after the approach switch has been operated indicates a movement on a
conflicting route at Grand Crossing Interlocking has been authorized.
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Switching Movement West Leg of Roundabout Wye to Carlson and Returning to Roundabout
B17. When it is the intent of a switching movement on the Roundabout wye to proceed to Carlson and return to
Roundabout and the dwarf signal on the west leg of the Roundabout wye displays aspect flashing red with “SAO”
letter plate, Stop and Operate indication, the approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye may be
operated continuously until the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A displays aspect flashing yellow.
The switching movement will then be governed by the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking as follows:
Aspect flashing lunar displayed by the interlocking signal indicates that the dwarf signal may be passed and to
proceed at restricted speed under condition that the trailing wheels of the switching movement will be brought to a
stop at a point between scale mile post 10.0 and the Carlson station sign. After the previously described stop has been
made and 7 seconds has elapsed the switching movement may move at restricted speed eastward past scale mile post
10.0 and stop before any part of the switching movement passes the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing
Interlocking and then be governed by the interlocking signal. The previously described eastward movement results in
a request sent to the Grand Crossing Interlocking signal system to change the aspect of the interlocking signal to
convey a proceed indication.
Aspect red displayed by the interlocking signal and aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light
signal affixed to Tower 98A indicates a time release period has been initiated in order to establish block signal
protection.
Westward Train or Engine at Roundabout Proceeding to Critchley on MBS Authority
B18. At Roundabout, when it is the intent of a train or engine to proceed to Critchley and the block signal at the west
switch of siding No. 1 displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate indication, the approach
switch located east of the double slip crossing between the main track and siding No. 1 may be operated continuously
until the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A first displays aspect flashing yellow then displays aspect
yellow. The train or engine will then be governed by the block signal and the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing
Interlocking as follows:
Aspect lunar displayed by the block signal or the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking indicates Rule
240N Restricting and is also authority to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal and aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal
affixed to Tower 98A followed by the aspect flashing yellow extinguishing indicates the MBS between Roundabout
and Critchley is occupied.
Aspect red displayed by the block signal after the approach switch has been operated indicates a movement on a
conflicting route at Grand Crossing Interlocking has been authorized.
Westward Train or Engine on West Leg of Roundabout Wye Proceeding to Critchley on MBS Authority
B19. When it is the intent of a train or engine on the Roundabout wye to proceed to Critchley and the dwarf signal
on the west leg of the Roundabout wye displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate
indication, the approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye may be operated continuously until the
horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A first displays aspect flashing yellow then displays aspect yellow.
The train or engine will then be governed by the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking as follows:
Aspect lunar displayed by the interlocking signal indicates Rule 240N Restricting, the dwarf signal may be passed
and is authority to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
Aspect flashing yellow displayed by the horizontal color light signal affixed to Tower 98A followed by the aspect
flashing yellow extinguishing indicates the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley is occupied.
Eastward Train or Engine Arriving at Carlson from Critchley on MBS Authority
B20. At Carlson, only the engineer of an eastward train or engine arriving and having proceeded from Critchley on
MBS authority shall operate the block release switch located near the Carlson station sign and then be governed by
the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking.
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Train, Engine or Switching Movement at Carlson Proceeding to
West Leg of Roundabout Wye Instead of Toward Roundabout via Main Track
B21. At Carlson, when it is the intent of a train, engine or switching movement to proceed eastward to the west leg
of the Roundabout wye instead of toward Roundabout via the main track, the following procedure shall be used:
When the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking displays aspect lunar, Rule 240N Restricting indication,
the train, engine or switching movement may proceed at restricted speed eastward into interlocking limits of Grand
Crossing Interlocking and stop with the leading wheels before and near to the main track spring switch to the west leg
of the Roundabout wye. After the spring switch has been lined for the wye and the points are seen to fit, the train,
engine or switching movement may proceed at restricted speed onto the west leg of the Roundabout wye. Stop must
be made after the trailing wheels have cleared the spring switch points and before the trailing wheels will clear 2
actual feet east of the frog of the turnout. After the spring switch has been lined for the main track and the points are
seen to fit, the train, engine or switching movement may proceed at restricted speed on the west leg of the Roundabout
wye and must continue until the trailing wheels are east of the interlocking signal at Grand Crossing Interlocking.
Engineer Cancellation of Aspects Flashing Lunar or Lunar Displayed by Block or Interlocking Signal
B22. Operating the approach switch located at Roundabout east of the double slip crossing between the main track
and siding No. 1 continuously until the block signal at the west switch of siding No. 1 displays aspect red will result in
cancellation of the aspects flashing lunar or lunar displayed by the block signal and the interlocking signal associated
with the approach switch.
B23. Operating the approach switch located on the west leg of the Roundabout wye continuously until the
interlocking signal displays aspect red will result in cancellation of aspects flashing lunar or lunar displayed by the
interlocking signal.
Automatic Cancellation of Aspects Flashing Lunar or Lunar Displayed by Block or Interlocking Signal
B24. At Roundabout or Grand Crossing Interlocking, upon display of an aspect flashing lunar or lunar by a block
signal or interlocking signal associated with an approach switch and the approach switch is no longer operated, a
timer is initiated such that upon completion of a 3 minute time interval and the signal aspect remains flashing lunar or
lunar, an automatic cancellation of the display of the aspects flashing lunar or lunar will result.
Operating for not less than 2 seconds and not more than 3 seconds the approach switch associated with the block
signal or interlocking signal displaying aspects flashing lunar or lunar will result in the time interval being reset to 3
minutes.
MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM OPERATION AT CRITCHLEY
B25. Three approach switches and one block release switch are located at Critchley. Personnel must inform
themselves as to their locations and may do so by reviewing the current revision of drawing DRTRK98-DF-CR.
B26. At Critchley, when two or more movements are proceeding, or the intent of which is to proceed, eastward
toward the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead, the movements must stop before any approach
switch, and a thorough understanding must be had between the train crews as to the sequence in which the movements
will be governed by rules or special instructions that apply to the block signal.
Switching Movement at Critchley
B27. A switching movement at Critchley must not operate an approach switch and may pass at restricted speed the
block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead when it displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter
plate, Stop and Operate indication, or aspect red, Stop indication.
B28. A switching movement at Critchley must not pass the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder
lead when the block signal displays aspect lunar, Rule 240N Restricting indication, unless authorized to do so by the
Grand Crossing Interlocking control machine operator or the train dispatcher.
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B29. The trailing wheels of a switching movement at Critchley must not be allowed to pass east of the east end of
the track circuit east of the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead.
Eastward Train or Engine at Critchley Proceeding to Carlson on MBS authority
B30. At Critchley, when it is the intent of a train or engine to proceed to Carlson and the block signal at the main
track switch to the east ladder lead displays aspect flashing red with “SAO” letter plate, Stop and Operate indication,
an approach switch may be operated continuously until the block signal changes to aspect lunar, Rule 240N
Restricting indication and is also authority to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
Westward Train or Engine Arriving at Critchley from Carlson on MBS Authority
B31. At Critchley, only the engineer of a westward train or engine arriving and having proceeded from Roundabout
or the Roundabout wye on MBS authority shall operate the block release switch located east of the block signal at the
main track switch to the east ladder lead.
Engineer Cancellation of Lunar Aspect Displayed by Block Signal
B32. At Critchley, operating any approach switch continuously until the block signal at the main track switch to the
east ladder lead displays aspect red will result in cancellation of an aspect lunar displayed by the block signal.
Automatic Cancellation of Lunar Aspect Displayed by Block Signal
B33. At Critchley, upon display of the aspect lunar by the block signal at the main track switch to the east ladder
lead and no approach switch at Critchley is being operated, a timer is initiated such that upon completion of a 3
minute time interval and the block signal aspect remains aspect lunar, an automatic cancellation of the display of the
aspect lunar will result.
Operating for not less than 2 seconds and not more than 3 seconds an approach switch at Critchley when the block
signal at the main track switch to the east ladder lead displays aspect lunar will result in the time interval being reset
to 3 minutes.
HORIZONTAL COLOR LIGHT SIGNALS AFFIXED TO TOWER 98A
AT GRAND CROSSING INTERLOCKING
B40. At Grand Crossing Interlocking a horizontal color light signal is affixed to the compass south wall of Tower
98A and when viewed by personnel located near the approach switch located at Roundabout east of the double slip
crossing between the main track and siding No. 1 its aspects and indications are as described in Special Instructions
B16, B18, B40(a) and B40(b). At Grand Crossing Interlocking a horizontal color light signal is affixed to the compass
east wall of Tower 98A and when viewed by personnel located near the approach switch located on the west leg of the
Roundabout wye west of the stem turnout its aspects and indications are as described in Special Instructions B17,
B19, B40(a) and B40(b).
(a). Aspect flashing red indicates that the Roundabout-Critchley Manual Block Signal System is under a reset time
interval period during which signals will not change to a proceed indication authorizing movement to Critchley.
(b). Aspect red indicates that the Grand Crossing Interlocking Signal System is under a reset time interval period
during which signals will not change to a proceed indication.
B41. To cancel the aspect flashing yellow or aspect yellow when displayed by a horizontal color light signal affixed
to Tower 98A the approach switch associated with the horizontal color light signal may be operated continuously until
the aspect flashing yellow or aspect yellow has been extinguished continuously for not less than 3 seconds.
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MANUAL BLOCK SIGNAL SYSTEM BETWEEN ROUNDABOUT AND CRITCHLEY
SQUARE ROUND HOUSE ANNUNCIATOR PANEL
B50. An annunciator panel is located on the train crew bulletin board inside the square round house. Its aspects
and indications are as follows:
(a). Panel light labeled "WWD" flashing indicates that a westward train or engine at Roundabout or on the
Roundabout wye has been authorized by signal indication to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
(b). Panel light labeled "WWD" on continuously indicates a westward train or engine at Roundabout or on the
Roundabout wye has entered the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley on authority of signal indication.
(c). Panel light labeled "EWD" flashing indicates that an eastward train or engine at Critchley has been authorized by
signal indication to enter the MBS between Roundabout and Critchley.
(d). Panel light labeled "EWD" on continuously indicates an eastward train or engine at Critchley has entered the
MBS between Roundabout and Critchley on authority of signal indication.
(f). Panel lights labeled "WWD" and "EWD" on continuously indicates the Grand Crossing Interlocking time release
and MBS time release intervals are not completed.
(g). Panel lights labeled "WWD" and "EWD" flashing simultaneously indicates the MBS time release interval is not
completed.
B51. A strike of the annunciator panel bell indicates the aspect of a panel light has changed.
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Standard Code Time Table and Train Order Operation References
Some documents available for viewing on the Internet at "Open Library" www.openlibrary.org

Note: After clicking on an Open Library link scroll down on the new web page to find additional links
(as illustrated below) to read document with basic viewer or to download PDF file.

Note: In order to view Open Library links with the Internet Archive book reader with advanced features
Windows® Internet Explorer must include in its list of "Websites you've added to Compatibility View" the
domain archive.org.
Deleting your browser history may delete websites previously added to Windows® Internet Explorer
Compatibility View.
Other web browsers may also require similar modifications to their settings in order for the Internet Archive
book reader to open.
Note: PDF files at Open Library generally include all graphical images of a work that may be missing when
viewed using the Internet Archive book reader.
Note: After clicking on a Google Books link find on new web page GEAR icon at upper right then click on
Download PDF as illustrated below:

Rights of Trains on Single Track
A Complete Examination for Employes on The Standard Code and
Other Recommended Train Rules
By
Harry W. Forman
A Train Dispatcher of Thirty Years Experience,
Who Has Instructed and Examined Ten Thousand Railroad Men.
EDITION of 1904
Open Library Link
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Train Operation
A Treatise on Train Rules, Train Orders, Change of Time Table, Automatic
Block Signals, Interlocking, Examination Questions and Answers.
By
William Nichols
For Fifteen Years Chairman Board of Examiners
Southern Pacific Company
SECOND EDITION, 1920
Open Library Link

Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul and Pacific Railroad Co.
MILWAUKEE DIVISION

Time Table No. 8
OCTOBER 25, 1970
WITH

Chicago & North Western Railway
WISCONSIN DIVISION
PORTION OF NEW LINE SUBDIVISION BETWEEN PROVISO AND VALLEY

Timetable No. 5A
SEPTEMBER 20, 1971
For the information and government of C. M. St. P & P. employes only.
USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY
TIME TABLES AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Link to PDF

Chicago & North Western Railway
WISCONSIN DIVISION

Time Table No. 5
MAY 16, 1966
USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY
TIME TABLES AND SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS
Link to PDF

Consolidated Code of Operating Rules
EDITION of 1967
GOVERNING THE C. M. St. P. & P. RAILROAD, C. & N. W. RAILWAY AND OTHERS
USED FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DEERFIELD AND ROUNDABOUT RAILWAY
TRANSPORTATION RULES
Link to PDF
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